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1 ath Power Consulting, February 2018, study sponsored by Identity Guard
2 LifeLock Ultimate Plus and InfoArmor

Identity thieves may work fast, but Identity Guard is faster— 
our median time for alerts is just four minutes.1 With the 
other guys, employees wait an average of 14 hours.2  
By then, it may be too late to stop fraud.

Alerts give notice that someone is trying to open an account  
in an employee’s name. If the employee opened the account, 
they simply dismiss the alert and go on with their day.  
But if they didn’t, they need to act immediately. That’s why 
it’s critical to receive alerts as soon as possible to stop 
fraudulent accounts from being opened.

Identity Guard is the most comprehensive personal 
cybersecurity service available—and the fastest.

We’re  
209  
Times  
Faster

Help your clients get started  
with personal cybersecurity 
for their workforce. Download 
your free Guide to Identity Theft 
Protection as an Employee Benefit at 
identityguardbusiness.com/guide

1-800-297-6269

Identity Guard® 4 Minutes

LifeLock® 9 Hours

Median Time to First Alert

InfoArmor® 18 Hours
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Something to talk about 

Health care was already poised to be a hot-button issue in the 
2020 elections, but recent developments have fanned the flames. In 
March, the Department of Justice changed its position on the ACA, 
arguing that the entire law should be thrown out, breaking with 
an earlier stance that would have kept some provisions, such as 
protections for pre-existing conditions. 

“The Trump administration decided not only to try to destroy 
protections for Americans living with pre-existing conditions, but to 
declare all-out war on the health care of the American people,” said 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi.

As Democrats move to take the high ground on the health care 
issue, the GOP is scrambling to come up with its own replacement, 
which it will need quickly—the DOJ has requested an expedited 
timeline of a hearing on the appeal of a Texas judge’s earlier 
decision ruling the ACA unconstitutional, which could result in a 
decision as early as July. 

Comment of the month

“The most productive employees are physically and emotionally healthy, which 
boosts productivity, reduces absenteeism, and decreases health care costs.”
– Former assistant surgeon general Susan Blumenthal, speaking at the BenefitsPRO Broker Expo

HEALTHCOSTCRISIS.ORG, a 

new website created by health 

care reform advocacy groups, 

paints a stark picture of what will 

happen to health care costs if no 

action is taken:

$22,960: Average premiums 
and out-of-pocket costs a family 
currently pays for employer-
sponsored insurance

$53,940: Premiums and out-
of-pocket costs a family would 
pay in 2040

$1.13 trillion: The total 
amount expected to be spent on 
prescription drugs in the U.S. in 
2040

$2 trillion: The amount 
employers will spend on employer 
health care in 2040

Featured blogs
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by Tony Miller
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How do you measure the 
success of the voluntary 
benefits industry?

by Heather Garbers

4 common mistakes 
employers make with 
population health analytics

by Rabih Suki

Meeting with the 
C-Suite: Don’t mention 
health insurance

by Emily Payne
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The finalists for the 2016 Benefits Selling Broker 
of the Year all have a few things in common. They 

work hard for their clients. They think strategically. 
They encourage long-term planning. They don’t let 

regulations get in the way of success. They give credit 
to the people who work with them. Indeed, they’ve all done more than just survive 

today’s uncertain and unpredictable business 
climate. They’ve thrived. 

T
Reed Smith’s formula for success consists of a few key ingredients that set him apart from other brokers and agents. For starters, he doesn’t just sit down with a client and review a spreadsheet to see where he can save them money. He takes it a couple steps further by devising a strategy for his clients to compete in their marketplace. Like other brokers and agents, he has been a leader in encouraging consumer-driven health care. But in order to do so, Smith has embraced technology to engage employees and reduce costs. When the Affordable Care Act (ACA) was passed, Smith conducted webinars for his clients to learn about the law. During those webinars, more than a few employers realized that Smith was way ahead of the game. Those are just a few reasons why Smith, a senior vice president and practice leader at CoBiz Insurance in Denver, is Benefits Selling’s 2016 Broker of the Year. 

“He’s got a lot of great strengths,” says Todd McLean, president of CoBiz Insurance. 

“He’s a passionate champion for employee benefits and how they impact people. He’s also an exceptional team player; he goes 24-7 and will be anywhere for his team and his clients. He gives great guidance to the team, he’s articulate and he has all the qualities you want to see from someone in control. He’s our practice lead to the entire team and he’s an individual everyone on the team feels comfortable going to.” 
The 37-year-old Smith joined CoBiz in 2009 and has helped grow the company’s employee benefits business from $2 million at that time to $6 million last year. Smith works with about 50 small- to mid-size companies, and his strategies have helped CoBiz’s clients  keep their health care costs significantly below inflation for four years running.“We are always pushing ourselves to think about the help our clients need to make sure they’re outperforming the national average and their competitors in attracting and retaining talent because they have a better benefits plan that is more cost effective,” Smith says.

Actionable intelligenceWhile he’s helped his clients manage health care 

costs, Smith sees his role as much more than acting 

as a spreadsheet analyst. He talks with his clients 

about health insurance and benefits packages in 

competitive terms. The way Smith sees it, helping 

clients attract and retain top employee talent 
enables them to beat their competition. 

“We spend a lot of time in up-front discussions 

with new clients, talking about how we can align 

benefits strategy with their business strategy,” 
Smith says. “We use analytics, employee education 

and long-term strategic planning—that’s not 
how insurance and benefits are managed in a lot 

of places. So when we talk to a new client about 
whether there are any disparities between their 
business and how they manage their health care 

benefits, we tell them we want to be the company 

that lives in the benefits world and brings them 
actionable intelligence.”Smith has worked with Cochlear—an 

international manufacture of implantable hearing 

devices with offices in Centennial, Colorado—for the 

past four years. Kim Coleman, a senior director of 

human resources with the company, points toward 

Smith’s understanding of her company’s culture and 

business objectives as attributes that have set him 

apart from other brokers and agents. In fact, Smith’s 

contributions to Cochlear were deemed so valuable 

that CoBiz was able to retain the company as a client 

after the company changed CEOs.“He looks at and listens for what’s going on in the 

market and what’s going on in the organization—
what we’re trying to achieve from a benefits 
perspective,” Coleman says. “We have a very close 

partnership to align Cochlear’s benefits strategy with 

what’s going on in the local and national market.”
“We’re very fortunate to have a base in Colorado,” 

Smith says, “which is continually recognized as 
one of the fastest growing economies and one of 

the best places in the country to live and work, 
so employers are moving here all the time. There 

are huge national employers that are building 
infrastructure here, but we also have these small and 

mid-size clients who are competing for talent. We 

tell employers—whether you’re a customer today or 

a future customer—that if you don’t view health care 

as an advantage today, it will become a disadvantage 

down the road.” 
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WE ALL TEND TO avoid the 
unpleasant parts of life. 
This is true of little things 
(leaving the dishes to 
“soak” a little longer); big-
ger things (“Wait, did you 
say it’s April 14th?!); and 
yes, really big things. 

In our industry, we see 
statistics that spell this out 
every day. You know the 
ones I mean:

•  Only 4 in 10 American 
adults have a will or 
living trust

•  21 percent of Americans 
have no retirement sav-
ings, while an additional 
10 percent have less 
than $5,000 in savings

•  1 in 3 working Americans 
don’t have adequate 
disability insurance

As you know, the 
depressing list goes on. 
And yes, it’s spring and 
no one wants to think 
gloomy thoughts while the 
sun is shining and birds 
are singing outside your 
windows, but someone 
needs to think about this 
stuff if these stats are ever 
going to improve, right?

This month’s issue ex-
amines a couple of areas in 
which our industry is looking 
for solutions. 

“An uphill battle” (page 
28) discusses five ways to 
convey the value of disability 
insurance to your clients and 
their employees. As Trey 
Balding writes, “Only 54 
percent of working Ameri-
cans have disability insur-
ance—down from 65 percent 

in 2017. Not surprisingly, 
employees are most likely 
to acquire the product via 
their employer. This presents 
an opportunity for brokers 
and benefits consultants to 
think about ways to engage 
or re-engage with clients 
around the topic of disabil-
ity insurance.” We hope a 
few of the ideas will provide 
some motivation and strate-
gies heading into Disability 
Awareness Month. 

And be sure to read 
“LOLA: The next big thing 
in benefits?” (page 31) for a 
closer look at how personal 
loss prompted the creation 
of two businesses that are 
helping employees and 
business leaders who have 
suffered family deaths. With 
the support of several key 
brokers, Esther Cardenas 
Pipoly and Mollie Lacher are 
hoping their experiences 
with the death of loved ones 
can prompt big changes that 
will benefit employees on a 
very large scale. 

And speaking of change, 
don’t miss our cover sto-
ry (page 12) about Tim 
Doherty, the 2019 Bene-
fitsPRO Broker of the Year. 
Doherty’s thirst for knowl-
edge and track record of 
innovation and leadership 
within the industry exem-
plify the type of advisors we 
look for each year. 

Sure, there’s a lot of work 
to be done, but there are also 
a growing number of strate-
gies, tools and role models to 
help along the way.

Let’s face it

“There’s a lot of 
work to be done, 

but there are 
also a growing 

number of 
strategies, tools 
and role models 

to help along 
the way.” 

WARREN BENOIT
Benoit & Associates

TOM BLOMBERG
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JIM 
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SUSAN COMBS
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CONTORNO
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BRIAN 
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MARK 
PARABICOLI
American Benefits 
Consulting

BRIAN 
ROBERTSON
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SCARBOROUGH
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KEVIN TROKEY
Q4intelligence

advisory
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OPENING DIALOGUE
by Paul Wilson
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DENNIS HARTIN has 
a passion for helping 
others, whether in his 
profession, community or 
circle of friends and fam-
ily. Hartin Dynamics is 
the culmination of years 
of service to his clients, 
finding ways to make 
their lives better and 
more profitable.

Paul Wilson: How did 
you get your start in the 
benefits industry? 

I didn’t grow up think-
ing I would get into insur-
ance. I’ve always been an 
entrepreneur at heart, so 
I tried to find something 
that would be a good fit. 
When I saw the benefits 
model, I liked that I got to 
go out and speak to peo-
ple, and it required more 
time than money to get it 
off the ground. I fashion 
myself an entrepreneur 
more than an insurance 
professional, it’s just that 
insurance is the avenue I 
chose. It wasn’t haphaz-
ardly, it was because this 
is such a good business 
model. I’ve been in the 
business for about 25 years 
now. It’s been a long run. 

PW: What changes have 
you seen in 25 years?

I was on the carrier side 
for most of that time and 
then switched over to the 
broker side a few years 
ago. I was in Kentucky 
during Hillarycare and 
had a relationship with a 

lot of brokers there who 
did a really good job for 
their clients. I saw a lot of 
unique and forward-think-
ing plan designs, because 
if you didn’t have your 
plan self-funded, you were 
stuck in the state high-risk 
pool when carriers left 
because of the laws. 

When I got to Florida 
a few years ago, I wasn’t 
seeing a lot of those 
strategies being deployed. 
I realized I didn’t love 
everything I was hearing 
brokers say to their clients 
and I didn’t always feel like 
they were sharing the best 
information. I couldn’t un-
derstand why no one was 
trying to control the claims 
cost; I just wasn’t hearing 
that in the circles I was in. 
So I felt like there was a 
lot of opportunity to bring 
those same strategies to 
Florida. Then I stumbled 
across Dave Chase’s book 
“The CEO’s Guide to 
Restoring the American 

Dream” and that philoso-
phy was very aligned with 
the strategies I’d seen 
years ago in Kentucky. I 
am now a Health Rosetta 
certified advisor, but a lot 
of these ideas have been 
happening for a long time. 
It just wasn’t a global 
revolution. I did research to 
understand why it wasn’t 
happening in Florida. We’re 
a very carrier-centric state, 
so it’s often been a matter 
of finding the level of least 
resistance. I just felt like 
there was opportunity for 
someone who could tackle 
it a little bit differently. 

PW: What are the biggest 
challenges and opportuni-
ties for advisors right now?

I think the biggest chal-
lenge is that we’ve done a 
really good job as an advi-
sor community of teaching 
companies that they need 
to have a PPO and be in 
a network or they’re not 
safe. And I realized that 
I was actually part of the 
problem; I would go in and 
communicate that they 
need to raise their deduct-
ible to lower their health 
costs, not knowing the by-
product of that is an entire 
company that is basically 
functionally uninsured. If 
you look at the statistics 
about the average Ameri-
can having $500 or $1,000 
in the bank, and then look 
at a $5,000 deductible on 
average, that math just 
doesn’t work. 

An opportunity is pre-
sented, because the costs 
have gotten so high that 
it just can’t be ignored 
anymore. Advisors who 
are genuinely independent 
and sitting on the same 
side of the table as the 
employer are where the 
industry will go. It won’t 
happen quickly, but for cli-
ents who are tired of being 
told the same old strat-
egies with no long-term 
results, it’s a great fit. 

Costs have gotten so 
high that the employers 
and employees are fed 
up with it. But if we don’t 
have a better story, our risk 
is Medicare for All. The pol-
iticians know there is an is-
sue and the only way they 
know to try to tackle it is to 
expand Medicare. I don’t 
think anyone’s under the 
impression that’s a great 
idea, but where are people 
getting better ideas from? 
If you’re the politician and 
Medicare for All isn’t the 
answer, then what is? 

PW: Are you seeing 
employers and 
employees who are 
becoming more open to 
trying new things?

I think most are trying 
to do one of two things. 
One is to say:“We can’t 
afford it; we can’t do it,” 
forcing employees to go 
without health care. I actu-
ally had an employer last 
week say, “Why would I 
spend money for anything, 

Bring real value

Dennis Hartin, president, 
Hartin Dynamics

FACE OF CHANGE
by Paul Wilson in collaboration with NAHU’s Vanguard Council
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including a direct-primary 
care solution? My employ-
ees have figured out that 
they can just show up at 
the emergency room and 
they’re not going to be 
turned away.” When that’s 
the environment we’re in, 
it will only create more 
problems in the long term. 

Employers are frus-
trated and feel absolutely 
trapped. Advisors who 
they’re paying to help 
them attract and retain 
talent are showing up 
with a limited toolbox. Too 
often, it ends up being the 
same old things. So when 
employers see someone 
who’s looking at it differ-
ently and showing them 
they’re on the same side of 
the table, it’s resonating. 

PW: Is there also a lot 
of pressure to get things 
right very quickly? Is the 
window closing? Are 
you optimistic this can 
get fixed?

I genuinely feel like we 
have an opportunity to fix 
it, but we have to bring 
real value. We can’t just 
show up and sign a docu-
ment and get paid a ton of 
money. There’s work in do-
ing it right, and not every-
body’s interested in doing 
that work. Unfortunately, 
we’re putting our own in-
dustry at risk. There’s very 
few brokers who are trying 
to do what’s in the best 
interest of our industry and 
to keep it alive and thriv-
ing. The number is very 
limited compared with how 
many could be involved. 

PW: How do you 
keep from getting 
overwhelmed?

In my old career, there 
were thousands of people 
who’d been on the same 
path, so all I had to do was 
find someone who had 
already done it. I’m find-
ing now that the bigger 
challenge is that there are 
very few people who have 
successfully gone down 
this road. There are a lot of 
talking heads and people 
who say they’re doing 
these things, so I try to 
research all the groups of 
advisors that are out there 
and then determine, to the 
best of my ability, who’s 
really getting the job 
done? Outside of all the 
noise we see on LinkedIn, 
who’s actually performing?

When you find the right 
group for you, those are 
people you can lean on. I 
won’t meet with a vendor 
unless they understand 
the Health Rosetta philos-
ophies and I find one of my 
peers to vouch for them 
and say, “That’s a solution 
you should look at closely.”

PW: I’m fascinated by 
the groundswell in the 
industry of people who 
are genuinely trying to fix 
a broken system.

One thing I’ve shown in 
my career is I’m not afraid 
of a big fight, as long as 
it’s for the right reasons 
and will help people. I’m 
45 and feel like I have one 
more rodeo in me. I want 
to spend the next 20 years 
trying to help from a much 

bigger perspective. One of 
the things that drew me to 
this industry was I felt like 
I could help people. 

PW: How can the indus-
try attract the people 
who can help?

I’ll frame it with my 
nephew and son in mind. 
Their generation wants to 
help and they realize the 
world isn’t a perfect place. 

If they’re going to put en-
ergy into something, it has 
to be something that will 
leave things better than 
when they found it.  

There’s a company 
I’m working with now 
called Autism Shifts that 
recognized 90 percent of 
the autistic community is 
unemployed. So many peo-
ple they work with would 
make perfect employees in 
the right space. But some-
body has to take the time 
to find the right spot. 

With my son and others 
in his generation, it has to 

be about something big-
ger than the dollars. My 
generation just wanted 
nice cars, nice watches, 
big homes, big vacations. 
My son doesn’t care any-
thing about that; he cares 
about leaving the world a 
better place. 

NAHU’s Vanguard 
Council has gotten behind 
the Children’s Dream Rac-
ers. We place these child-

sized versions of NASCAR 
race cars in children’s 
hospitals around the coun-
try and they have TVs and 
video games inside. That’s 
one of the ways NAHU is 
attracting that next gen-
eration to the industry. It’s 
not just about the money; 
it’s about helping the cli-
ent and leaving the world 
in a better place. 

PW: Finish this sentence: 
The key to success in this 
industry going forward is… 

Absolute blind grit. Go 
and do. 

http://www.benefitssellingdigital.com/benefitsselling/201905_bal/TrackLink.action?pageName=9&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2FBenefitsPRO.com
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THE CREATOR OF critical ill-
ness insurance, Marius Bar-
nard, titled the book about 
his life story “Defining 
Moments.” It’s not just a 
good book title, and it’s no 
coincidence that “the father 
of critical illness insurance” 
used it. Barnard famously urged 
creation of the product because, 
while he could repair a person phys-
ically, it usually takes an insurance 
company to heal a person’s finances. 
Are we focusing on this properly? 

The market for critical illness in-
surance in the U.S. has been domi-
nated by positioning the coverage as 
a supplement to medical insurance, 
covering the gaps created by deduct-
ibles and co-pays, especially when a 
high-deductible plan is involved. This is 
a good concept as far as it goes, because 
employers and employees are now more 
knowledgeable about medical plan gaps. 

Another factor fueling this concept is 
the fact that few employees have enough 
in savings to actually cover these out-of-
pocket medical expenses, so employees 
are faced with bad alternatives: borrow-
ing from their 401(k), using a credit card 
for payment, or an additional mortgage.

This approach limits the perception of 
the product and suppresses its potential. 
A recent analysis indicated that future 
prospects for critical illness insurance are 
diminished because employers are no lon-
ger trending towards HDHPs and employ-
ees see less medical benefit gap.

I can think of three reasons why this 
reasoning is flawed. One is simple: time. 
While the out-of-pocket gap in traditional 
medical plans could be lower than the 
gap faced in high-deductible plans today, 
there will still be an annual gap. Treating 
a critical illness is a continuum of medical 
service over time, not a single instance. 
In fact, it is likely that a person who has 

a serious cancer, heart attack or 
stroke is likely to reach their 
annual deductible and out-of-
pocket maximum year after 
year because of the need for 
follow up treatment. A critical 

illness plan provides addition-
al money to cover these gaps 

year after year, as long as the initial 
amount of coverage is not tied to a 
one-time benefit gap.

Second, to borrow the phrase 
from Barnard, a critical illness 
policy covers events that represent 
defining moments, not only for the 
insured person, but also their family.  

Thinking that the only expense 
is the gap in medical benefit plan 
is overlooking additional expenses. 
For example, when my mother was 

faced with a serious cancer, there were 
many expenses our family had to cover. 
My mother was hospitalized and then 
convalesced in a skilled nursing facility 
for several months. My sister drove a 130 
mile round-trip virtually every other day 
for three months, while I flew to Syra-
cuse, New York several times. Factor-
ing in hotel stays, car rentals, meals at 
restaurants and other incidentals, the 
cost to our family was far greater than my 
mother’s out-of-pocket medical expenses.

We’ve been mistakenly pursuing sales 
around medical plan gaps, when family 
expense gaps are potentially greater!

Finally, there’s another, perhaps less 
obvious item. My mother’s illness did not 
happen in a vacuum. The bills did not stop 
coming in for her telephone, utilities for 
the house, taxes, and many others. We 
had to make sure they were paid.

All told, let’s think of critical illness 
insurance as coverage to help families in 
need during the defining moments—help-
ing cover the total cost of treatment and 
recovery, not just one of the many gaps 
created by a serious medical event.

WHAT WORKS
by Marty Traynor

Defining moments

Marty 
Traynor is 
an Omaha- 
based con-
sultant in 
the benefits 
field. He 
may be 
reached at 
curent-
benefits@
gmail.com

“Treating 
a critical 

illness is a 
continuum 
of medical 

service over 
time, not 

a single 
instance.”
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Tim Doherty helps clients 
develop a strategic, 

long-term view

By Scott Wooldridge // Photography by Webb Chappell
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From carrier to brokerage
After working on the carrier 
side with MetLife for two years, 
Doherty became a broker, eventu-
ally starting his own shop, Pinna-
cle HR Solutions. When the busi-
ness began, he says, he worked 
with his team to reimagine the 
role of the broker based on the 
demands of the marketplace. “We 
had four key values,” he says. “To 
always be forward-thinking, to be 
authentic in everything we did, to 
be engaged with the client, and to 
raise the client’s expectations. 

“Our goal was to meet with de-
cisionmakers and have them walk 
away feeling not like they had just 
met with an insurance broker, but 
that they had met with an advi-
sor,” he adds.

 As a nod to that new type of 
relationship, Pinnacle’s motto 
became “Changing the Conversa-
tion,” underlining an approach that 
values new ideas, along with the 
notion that collaboration is more 
meaningful than a sales pitch.

The higher expectations at 
Pinnacle soon included how the 
firm looked for clients. Doherty 

says his agency became selective 
about the employers they work 
with. “We wanted a client that 
matched our personality.” 

The world is not flat
Doherty says that early in his 
career, he felt the industry had 
convinced employers that the 
world was flat—that there was a 
set way of doing things, with little 
room for new ideas. “Rates go up 
and there’s nothing you can do 
about it. You can nibble around the 
edges, but it is what it is,” he says 
of the old mindset. 

One of the ways to break the 
mold was to think more strate-
gically, Doherty says. Instead of 
living from open enrollment to 
open enrollment, he encouraged 
businesses to develop a long-
term vision. “Stop making this a 
12-month, incremental decision,” 
he says of the approach. “This has 
to be multi-year strategy.”

Data analytics has further 
changed the dynamics of the 
industry, opening new possibili-
ties in benefit management and 
cost control. Doherty notes that 

in some employer groups, just a 
few people can dramatically affect 
insurance claims. Data analytics 
allows businesses to take a closer 
look at their benefits and find 
ways to mitigate some of those 
costs. With a self-funded approach, 
Doherty has encouraged clients 
to use data from their third-party 
administrators and pair that with 
analytical tools. 

“Data is often unmanaged; in the 
fully insured world, there’s very lit-
tle incentive to manage the cost,” 
he says. “It’s a pass-through—they 
pay the big claims and just in-
crease the premium the next year.

“Data is king,” Doherty adds. 
“CFOs are making data-driven de-
cisions every day, in every part of 
their business except for benefits. 
Too often, they say, ‘we don’t have 
any data.’ 

“We try to convince them that 
the mousetrap that they’re in to-
day—which is more often than not 
a fully insured plan—just doesn’t 
work. We then start to talk about 
ways to self-fund, which gives us 
the ability to pull in the data, to 
help manage and control costs.”

T 
im Doherty was a college student when he was recruited by insurance giant 

MetLife—and at first, he wasn’t interested. But after a mentor encouraged 

him, he decided to give it a shot. “As I learned about the industry, it became 

something I was passionate about,” he says. “I’ve never looked back.  I love how 

dynamic our industry is, and how much you need to adapt as things change. It 

requires you to become a lifelong learner.”

A thirst for knowledge is something that Doherty sees as essential to success, for 

both his colleagues and clients. That quality, along with a track record of innovation 

and industry leadership, are key reasons why Doherty is our 2019 BenefitsPRO 
Broker of the Year. 
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Direct contracting— 
a new solution
Among many innovative concepts 
in the industry today is the idea 
of direct contracting—when a 
self-funded plan contracts directly 
with providers who agree to sup-
ply services at lower prices. 

“The carriers’ lack of progress 
in controlling health care costs 
through traditional networks has 
pushed employers and advisors to 
find alternative solutions,” Doherty 
says. “Many forward-thinking 
advisors are digging deeper into 
provider reimbursements and 
developing more creative ways to 
make a fair and reasonable pay-
ment for services.” This includes 
direct-contracting arrangements 
with providers, particularly for 
highly specialized care like joint 
replacements.  

He gives an example from his 
own part of the country: “Here 
in Boston, we have a world-re-
nowned facility that performs 
thousands of joint replacement 
procedures each year, at a high-
er quality and at half the cost of 
another hospital that performed 
less than 100 of the same proce-
dures. Both facilities are treated 
the same in the traditional carrier 
network. Why would you want to 
leave it to chance that one of your 
members goes to the lower-quality, 
more expensive facility?” he asks. 
“Wouldn’t it make sense to have a 
direct contract with the high- 
performing facility?”

In a time of disruption, 
relationships still matter
Even though he welcomes the 
innovation and disruption that is 
now part of the industry, Doherty 
hasn’t lost sight of the importance 
of building relationships. But while 
it was the bread and butter of the 

industry in past years, Doherty believes it can’t be the only thing that a 
broker offers. 

“Ultimately, I still think relationships matter and clients want to work 
with people they like,” he says. “The difference is, in the past all you 
needed was the relationship. Now, there’s too much at stake with com-
pliance and escalating health care costs to let friendships trump working 
with a strategic advisor.”   

The days of a broker getting by with good people skills and a gener-
alist’s education are over, he adds. “Employers winning the battle on 
health insurance costs know they need to work with an advisor who is 
laser-focused on benefits, where that is their core competency.”

Still, the bottom line is working with clients on the common goal of 
providing benefits to employees. Education and communication continue 
to be very valuable to Pinnacle’s relationship with clients, according to 
Doherty. “Clients know they can count on us to keep them compliant, 
competitive, and properly educated,” he says. “We are able to achieve 

“ Clients know 
they can count 
on us to keep 
them compliant, 
competitive 
and properly 
educated.”
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a great level of client confidence 
because of our expertise and our 
unrelenting dedication to finding 
the right solutions.”

A good player—or a 
great teammate? 
Doherty is a proponent of industry 
groups such as Health Rosetta and 
Q4i, which help independent bro-
kers network and share ideas. 

Rachel Miner, founder and owner 
of Thrive Benefits in Charlotte, 
North Carolina, has worked with 
Doherty through Q4i. She says 
his early adoption of innovative 
strategies allowed him to educate 
up-and-coming agents on those 
new concepts. “Tim was living the 
Health Rosetta mantra of doing 
what is right for the client long 
before they came on the scene. He 
has been beyond generous with his 
time and with sharing strategies 
that have worked for him with oth-
er brokers,” she says. “He has been 
a great resource for me; I can call 
him with any problem I’m having 
with a group, and he will brain-
storm with me. He fundamentally 
believes in aligning his goals with 
clients and truly sits on the same 
side of the table as them.”

For Doherty’s part, he uses a 
sports analogy to describe col-
laborations within the industry. 
A former hockey player, Doherty 
talks about being a team player 
when asked about working with 
other brokers. 

“If you look around at any sport, 
you’ll find a lot of good teams, 
filled with really good players. The 
difference is that great teams are 
full of great teammates,” he says. 
“As an industry, we can either be 
a loose collection of good players, 
each going his or her own way, or 
we can be a community of great 
teammates. Groups like Q4i and 

the Health Rosetta give an independent broker a community full of great 
teammates; people who openly share, collaborate and challenge each 
other to change the conversation around health care.”

A background in service
Being a team player is a key part of Doherty’s personal story. A former 
hockey standout as a student at St. Sebastian’s School in Needham, 
Massachusetts, Doherty continues to be active at the school, which has a 
motto of “Love God, work hard, and take care of one another.”

“Sebs is a New England prep school with a strong hockey tradition,” 
he says. “My father was a hockey captain there and is now the CFO; I 
was a hockey captain; my son was hockey captain two years ago; and my 
brother played there and now teaches AP Government and is the assis-
tant hockey coach. I feel like I’m the person I am today because I had 
teachers and coaches at Sebs that believed in me, and I didn’t have the 
heart to let them down—the old Abraham Lincoln quote.”

Doherty has paid back that trust by serving on the alumni association, 
and by serving as President of the Board of Trustees, of which he is still a 
member. “I graduated from Sebs, but I never really left.” 

Dedication and service have been important values for Doherty, and 
those values serve as an anchor in an industry where change has become 
the norm. With the uncertainty brought on by regulatory challenges and 
disruptive technology, Doherty says that being creative about finding 
solutions will help the industry weather the current storm. 

“Brokers need to take the initiative with these innovations; people are 
solving these problems in the trenches day to day. Going forward, I think 
we’re always going to have some form of employer-sponsored plan, and 
there’s always going to be a role for strategic-thinking advisors.” 

“ We can either be a 
loose collection of 
good players, each 
going his or her 
own way, or we can 
be a community of 
great teammates.”
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Enthusiasm for 
voluntary continues, 

but the market is shifting

VOLUNTARY SURVEY

change is in the air
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B 
rokers are optimistic about the near-term growth 
potential of their voluntary business; however, 
to ensure they can take full advantage of the 

opportunities, brokers must be aware of how the market 
is changing. This year’s BenefitsPRO/Eastbridge voluntary 
benefits survey collected data in February and March of 2019 
from approximately 250 producers. It explores the specific 
factors contributing to brokers’ expectations for growth, as 
well as product, technology and demographic trends that 
may affect results. 

BY NICK ROCKWELL
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VOLUNTARY SURVEY

Unsure

Extremely negative

Somewhat negative

No effect

Somewhat positive

Extremely positive

The key factors that brokers feel will help their chances for in-
creased voluntary sales include increased employer and employee 
enthusiasm and low unemployment levels. Specifically, both benefit 
and voluntary brokers feel that employers and employees will have 
greater enthusiasm for voluntary next year. A greater percentage 
of voluntary brokers (78 percent) feels employer enthusiasm will be 
more or a little more next year compared to 67 percent of benefit 
brokers. Likewise, 75 percent of voluntary brokers feel employee 
enthusiasm will be more or a little more next year compared to 55 
percent of benefit brokers. 

The other factor that could boost 
voluntary sales in the near future 
is employment levels. A full 73 
percent of benefit brokers and 66 
percent of voluntary brokers think 
that low levels of unemployment 
could have an “extremely” or 
“somewhat” positive impact on 
the future voluntary sales.

Impact of low unemployment 
levels on your businessEmployer enthusiasm 

for voluntary next year
Employee enthusiasm 
for voluntary next year

Much more

A little more

Same

A little less

Much less

 Benefit brokers  Voluntary brokers

 Benefit brokers  Voluntary brokers

7%

32%

60%

46%

32%

17%

2%

5%

0%

0%

0%

0%

2%

5%

43%

20%

48%

46%

7%

29%

27%
27%

46%
39%

20%
19%

3%
10%

0%
0%

4%
5%
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Historically, benefit bro-
kers offered just one prod-
uct per enrollment, while 
voluntary brokers were 
more likely to offer several 
voluntary products. Today, 
almost half of both broker 
types are most commonly 
offering three products per 
enrollment.

Number of voluntary products offered in one enrollment

Percentage selling non-traditional products on a regular basis

Brokers expect these trends to contribute to future 
growth of their voluntary business, with 77 percent of 
benefit brokers and 78 percent of voluntary brokers ex-
pecting their voluntary business line to represent a larger 
percentage of their total benefits business in the future.

Despite optimism, brokers must recognize that the 
voluntary market continues to change and they need 
to change with it. For brokers to succeed and realize 
their growth expectations, they must be prepared 
with strategies to tackle market dynamics, including 
shifting product, technology and employment trends. 

While both benefit brokers and voluntary brokers 
continue to offer similar products and are selling 
more accident, critical illness and hospital indemnity 
products today than in the past, they are now also 
selling certain non-traditional products on a regu-
lar basis. Two of the top three most frequently sold 
non-traditional products (ID theft and discount health 
programs) were the same between broker types, but 
benefit brokers included wellness programs in their 
top three, while voluntary brokers instead listed legal 
plans among their top three.

Wellness programs

Legal plans

ID theft coverage

Pet insurance

Discount health programs

Student loan  
repayment programs

Purchase programs

 Benefit brokers

 Voluntary brokers

 Benefit brokers  Voluntary brokers

46% 39% 39%

28%

16%
12%

4%

23%
51% 36%

38%
30%

17% 13%

Just one Two Three Four or more

8% 15% 22% 20%
51% 42%

19% 23%
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VOLUNTARY SURVEY

Prevalence of employers wanting to 
offer part-time workers voluntary 

coverage in recent years

Prevalence of employers wanting to 
offer part-time workers voluntary 
coverage in next few years

Finally, as workforce 
demographics change, 
employers are looking for 
solutions to cover part-time 
workers. In fact, the bro-
kers surveyed have seen 
the volume of employers 
offering coverage to part-
time workers increase in the 
recent past and expect this 
trend to continue.

The voluntary market re-
mains poised for growth, but 
the brokers who will achieve 
their optimistic growth 
targets are those who re-
main aware of the changing 
voluntary market dynamics 
and have strategies in place 
to meet the demands of their 
employer clients. 

The use of technology is 
increasing across all sizes of 
employers, and brokers must 
establish themselves as tech-
nology partners rather than 
implementers of platform 
providers’ recommendations. 
Today, technology costs can 
be expensive for employers; 
particularly for large cas-
es, brokers are requesting 
funding support from carriers. 
While 49 percent of brokers in 
case sizes up to 100 lives nev-
er ask carriers for technology 
funding, 57 percent of brokers 
in case sizes above 500 lives 
ask for funding most of the 
time or always. In addition, 
over half of both broker types 
feel the frequency of asking 
carriers for funding will in-
crease in the future. The most 
successful brokers must find 
ways to align the best inter-
ests of their employer clients 
with their carrier partners.

Frequency of asking carriers to fund clients’ benefits 
technology by case size

Future frequency of asking carriers to fund clients’ 
benefits technology

The volume will increase

The volume will increase

There will be no change

 Benefit brokers  Voluntary brokers

42%
38%

32%
26%

4%
3%

3%
9%

54%
59%

65%
65%

 Case size up to 100  Case size 101–500  Case size 501+

 Benefit brokers  Voluntary brokers

Never

Increase Decrease

Occasionally

No change

About half 
the time

Most of 
the time

Always

49%

19% 17%

52%
60%

29%
38%

22%

42%
31%

6% 9%

5%
11%

4%
11%

24% 26%

6% 8%

31%
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A good financial wellness program should include components that are relevant 

to each generation’s particular points of pain, with solutions delivered in a 

comfortably accessed format. Any number of financial pressures are weighing 

down employees these days, posing a troublesome burden across age groups, jobs and 

income categories.

If it’s not student loan debt for millennials (and their 
elders and those behind them, too) that’s creating 
problems, it’s the juggling by GenXers to help mom 
and dad out, save for Junior’s college, mortgage, car 
loan and paying for the emergency dental bill. Mean-
while, many baby  boomers think they’ll never retire, 
given the shortfall in their retirement savings.

Employees are paying the price in elevated stress, 
and employers are sharing the pain. Financially 
stressed employees miss an average of 4.4 more 
workdays—and far more when they are at work but 
disengaged (12.5)—than those without financial 
stress. Employers pay as absenteeism and presentee-
ism rates climb, and the bottom line is hit with rising 
health care costs since the financially stressed tend to 
neglect their good eating and health habits.

Some 83 percent of U.S. employers these days 

have instituted programs to address the problem, an 
improvement from just a few years ago, when just 
20 percent of employers offered them in 2015. More 
significantly, though, only a third of the workers who 
could benefit are actually making use of them.

While financial wellness programs that employers 
typically offer are no doubt well-intended, when they 
are rated as irrelevant by a big chunk of employees, 
there’s a disconnect that needs to be fixed. Every-
one’s interests would be better served by framing 
employee wellness programs more holistically, with 
financial wellness as important a cornerstone as diet 
and exercise.

That requires employers to think about people’s 
financial education and needs in a way that’s more 
attuned to the individual than the group workshops 
with one-size-fits-all budgeting calculators that are an 

BY MICHELLE CLARK
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easy, common and, let’s 
face it, not as effective 
solution.

A program that is 
more tailored acknowl-
edges the fact that the 
workforce is comprised 
of different genera-
tions—perhaps as many 
as four. Life stages, 
income levels and family 
dynamics all play a role 
in influencing employees’ 
finances and how they 
deal with them. And not 
every group wants to 
access solutions in the 
same way.

Programs should 
include components 
that are relevant to each 
group’s particular points 
of pain, with solutions 
delivered in a comfort-
ably accessible format. It should encompass three 
broad categories: debt management, asset protection 
and retirement planning.

There are a number of solutions to meet their needs, 
whether employers sponsor them or offer them as low-
cost voluntary benefits. Here’s an overview:

For millennials, help with student loan debt
A hot recruiting target, millennials (1981–1996) are 
heavily burdened with student loan debt. Any assis-
tance employers can provide in managing, consolidat-
ing or paying it down (via digital, preferably mobile, 
channels) will be valued. The need has led to many 
direct-to-consumer services, but employer-sponsored 
programs have paid off for everyone as recruitment/
retention tools.

It also wouldn’t hurt to encourage them (along with 
other groups) to think about retirement planning. One 
attractive option is to provide plan participants income 
replacement software tools that indicate how much 
they should be saving, given their account balance 
and age, to build a paycheck for life at retirement age.

Ways GenXers can manage the ‘sandwich’
GenXers (1965–1980) are sometimes called the 
“sandwich generation,” given the financial 

pressures they juggle around their aging parents 
and as their children prepare for college. They 
prefer digital resources to help them manage their 
finances, like access to websites offering basic 
money courses.

Another issue they may face is coming up with cash 
for emergencies, making programs like employee pur-
chasing programs attractive. Administered through 
payroll deductions, these cost employers nothing as 
they make big ticket purchases affordable, incurring 
no credit card debt or extra charges.

Boomers want financial options as they look 
toward retirement
A major issue for boomers (1946–1964) is retirement 
readiness, and resources that most appeal will be 
online or one-on-one coaching. Many are seeing a gap 
in their retirement savings (the Great Recession took 
a toll and many are still recouping), and budgeting to 
reduce debt is one of their challenges. Better manag-
ing their investments as retirement nears is another, 
along with planning for long-term care costs. In addi-
tion to money management coaching, it might make 
particular products attractive, like employer funded 
long-term care benefits that offer tax advantages for 
employer and employee.

Structuring an employee wellness program that 
complements the overall emphasis on wellness is 
one thing. Ascertaining that it’s working is anoth-
er—a challenge that 70 percent of employers say 
they haven’t satisfactorily addressed. You might 
start as you would any time you need insights into 
targeted audiences, whether customers or em-
ployees, with a baseline survey. In this instance, 
it would shed light on specific financial pressure 
points and needs of employee groups and signal 
the way for programs and services that would help. 
Future surveys could gauge their progress, aided 
by tracking of hard data, like absenteeism rates, 
over time.

Financial wellness is a burden that everyone 
shares. Advisors and employers who take it upon 
themselves to address the issue with solutions that 
are useful and relevant will go a long way toward im-
proving everyone’s fortunes over the long term. 

Michelle Clark is senior vice president, health & performance 
for HUB International. She leads a team of consultants 
focused on helping companies help their employees be their 
healthiest, happiest and most productive selves.

“Life stages, 
income levels 
and family 
dynamics all 
play a role in 
influencing 
employees’ 
finances and 
how they deal 
with them.”
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UPHILL
5 ways to convey the value of disability insurance

isability Insurance Awareness Month 
is a good reminder for all of us about 
the need to educate clients and pros-
pects about the benefits of disability 
insurance, especially as it pertains 

to income protection. For many working Amer-
icans, losing income as a result of a disability is 
not something they think will ever happen to 
them. However, according to the U.S. Social Secu-
rity Administration, 1 in 4 of today’s 20-year-olds 
will become disabled during their working years. 
Guardian’s Workplace Benefits Study also reveals 
that 55 percent of employees found the financial 
impact of their disability incident to be major or 
devastating. This reality, coupled with a growing 
need to offer financial protection products in the 
workplace, can be compelling reasons for brokers 
and benefits consultants to encourage the inclu-
sion of disability insurance in a company’s employ-
ee benefits package.

Further compounding this is today’s candi-
date-driven job market, which is putting pressure 
on companies to rise above the competition to at-

tract and retain talent. Benefits can serve as a key 
differentiator, particularly for employees favoring 
an employee benefits package that goes beyond 
the traditional. Disability insurance can round out 
an employer’s health care offerings and provide 
valuable income protection for individuals in case 
they become sick or injured and are unable to work. 
This is important, because LIMRA research reveals 
that 75 percent of employees say they would have 
trouble paying living expenses after several months 
if they were disabled or unable to work.

Despite disability insurance playing a critical 
role in rounding out an employee benefits pack-
age, only 54 percent of working Americans have 
it—down from 65 percent in 2017. Not surprisingly, 
employees are most likely to acquire the product 
via their employer. This presents an opportunity 
for brokers and benefits consultants to think about 
ways to engage or re-engage with clients around 
the topic of disability insurance. The following are 
some fundamentals that can help influence a client 
or prospect’s decision on why they should offer 
disability insurance.

AN
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1 Help increase employees’ 
financial security. 

Money can be a source of stress for many working 
families. With high-deductible health plans (HDHPs) 
increasing out-of-pocket costs for workers, employ-
ees tend to rely more and more on their workplace 
benefits for financial security. This is where disability 
insurance can help bridge the financial gap by helping 
protect what’s most important to workers—their in-

come. For example, new Guardian 
research shows that 66 per-

cent of employees whose 
disability happened 

more than six years 
ago feel that they 
still have not com-
pletely recovered 
financially. Howev-
er, more than half 
of Americans live 
paycheck to pay-

check, which means 
they are unprepared 

to go without a single 
paycheck should they be 

out on disability.

2 Offer customized solutions to 
increase participation. 

Regardless of company size or complexity, it’s import-
ant to customize a disability insurance program that 
addresses your client’s needs. Educating employ-
ers about the benefits of program features, such as 
online enrollment, seamless payroll deduction and no 
medical exam requirement to enroll, make this bene-
fit offering efficient and attractive to employees. 

Additionally, companies who may not be able to 
provide an employer-sponsored benefit may be able 
to provide access via an employee-funded disability 
insurance product. This helps shift the cost to the em-
ployees, yet helps demonstrate an employer’s commit-
ment to enhancing their employees’ financial security. 
It’s a win-win.

BATTLE
BY TREG BALDING
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5 Educate with effective benefits 
communications. 

While the benefits of disability insurance may be ob-
vious to us, research continues to show that very few 
employees even understand the basics of disability 
insurance. For example, many employees don’t under-
stand that it is insurance to replace lost income when 
they are out of work, or they are under the impression 
that the product is more relevant for employees with 
“high risk” jobs, like construction. This is not true; it 
is important to communicate that any individual can 
experience an income-disrupting injury or illness. 

Also important to clarify is the notion that disability 
insurance is not affordable. Instead, show how it can 
be of tremendous value for working Americans living 
paycheck to paycheck. Benefits communications that 
break down the basics of the product, uses real life 
examples, and avoids industry jargon can go a long 
way. Think about this as you prepare for enrollment 
season later this year.

Finally, as benefits technology increases and chang-
ing consumer expectations continue to impact the 
workplace, the role of the broker and benefits consul-
tant continues to evolve. Simplicity and ease of doing 
business are top of mind for all of us, so doing our 
part to educate our clients about the pros of disabil-
ity insurance and recommending a program design 
that fits their needs will be valuable to them. As for 
employees, in addition to their health and home, there 
is nothing more important than their ability to help 
protect their income. Employers considering financial 
protection products have a good reason to start with 
disability insurance. 

Treg Balding is vice president of group and worksite 
markets distribution for The Guardian Life Insurance 
Company of America. 

3 Integrate absence management. 
One critical component of an effective disabil-

ity management program can be the integration of 
absence management capabilities. As more states 
pass paid leave laws, more companies need help 
navigating the complexities of absence management. 

Managing absences is a demanding job 
for even the most sophisticated 

HR teams. More worrisome is 
that if employers misman-

age absences, they leave 
themselves open to costly 
lawsuits, fines, misuse of 
leaves and other issues. 
Positive outcomes can be 
achieved when brokers 
and benefits consultants 

help deliver a holistic, in-
tegrated plan that includes 

both disability and absence 
management for their clients.

4 Boost employer 
and employee 

satisfaction. 
Research validates that 
utilizing disability insur-
ance can sway employee 
perceptions of employ-
ers and enhance overall 
employee satisfaction 
(71 percent versus 54 
percent). Employees with 
disability insurance—es-
pecially if they had it at 
the time of their inci-
dent—are more satisfied 
with their employee benefits and much more likely to 
feel that their company cares about them. 

Additionally, a positive experience with a return to 
work (RtW) program can go even further to bolster an 
employee’s perception of its employer. For example, 
70 percent said they feel their company cares for them 
after completing a RtW program. This is notable and 
something to consider when speaking with carriers 
about a RtW program, how it’s implemented, and its 
success rate. There’s a lot of value for both the em-
ployer and employee in helping employees return to 
work through an effective RtW program. 

DISABILITY INSURANCE
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G reat ideas in the benefits world can wither 
away for want of an innovative broker. Fortu-
nately for Esther Cardenas Pipoly, Mollie Lach-

er, and a lot of employer plan members, Pipoly and 
Lacher are well-connected with insightful brokers. As 
a result, the loss-of-life-advocacy (LOLA) benefit may 
just become the next big thing in plan design.

Pipoly and Lacher both experienced personal losses 
that led them to launch startup businesses designed 
to support employees or business leaders who have 
suffered family deaths. From their own experiences, 
they understood the chaos that can follow a family 
loss. They also realized how difficult it can be for the 
survivors to both do their jobs and navigate the many 
decisions that must be made in the wake of a death.

“So often, people at work don’t know that a 
co-worker is struggling not only with grief, but with 
the settling of a loved one’s affairs,” says Lacher. 
“They don’t understand why they are missing work. 
It’s something we just don’t talk about. That’s why I 
started my business: To provide a support network so 
people can get back to their lives instead of trying to 
figure out how to cancel the cable contract.”

Without a partner in the brokerage business, such a 
startup might never realize its full potential to help oth-
ers through a painful time. But both Pipoly and Lacher 
have brokers at their sides willing to include their ser-
vices in employer sponsored benefits packages.

In fact, several key brokers are getting behind the 
benefit. One is Susan L. Combs, CEO of Combs & Co. 

LOLA: The next big 
thing in benefits?
Two businesses spawned by personal loss are helping 
employers and their clients navigate through grief. BY DAN COOK

“We should have 
been more prepared 

than we were. We 
never had the critical 

conversations with 
him. He had no will, 

and there were no 
financial advisors in 

our family to help us.  
It was a disaster.”
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LLC, who predicted last fall that 
loss of life advocacy would emerge 
in 2019 as a popular plan add-on.

“I lost my father a few months 
ago and my weekly schedule has 
changed immensely to now include 
managing the family finances, 
serving as the point person for my 
family’s farming operation back in 
Missouri and working with the De-
partment of Veterans to coordinate 
all my father’s benefits as well as get 
his service scheduled in Arlington,” 
Combs says. “From this experience 
alone, I have become a huge believer 
in this benefit and only wish I had 
become exposed to it before I han-
dled all of the legwork on my own.” 

Combs believes in the benefit 
so much that she intends to add it 
to her employer plan options. “We 
have been talking to our clients 
about how to navigate the waters 
when someone has lost a family 
member but still needs to remain 
present at work,” she says. “Loss-
of-life advocacy is the answer.”

Pipoly, founder of Loss of Life 
Advocates, LLC, in San Antonio, 
lost her father and her husband 
within 63 days of each other in 
2014. While her father’s affairs 
were in good order, her attorney 
husband left her with almost no 
instructions for settling his estate.

“We were married 26 years and 
had two children. He was 20 years 
older than me, and he did not 
want to talk about the business 
side or end of life issues. I needed 
help back then to get through it,” 
Pipoly says.

Among her many challenges 
was settling with her husband’s 
life insurance company. With the 
aid of the Crosley Law Firm in San 
Antonio, she reached a settlement 
in 2016. She then decided to use 
some of the proceeds to launch 
Loss of Life Advocates.

“I had identified the holes in 
the company insurance plan, and I 
thought, ‘Could I do something to 
help people like me?’”

Pipoly offers several service mod-
els: a corporate package for employer 
plans; a smaller business model that 
focuses on key man replacement; 
and an individual model to help man-
age the myriad decisions and often 
exhausting research a family faces.

The overall goal of the corporate 
model, she says, is to prevent the 
organization from losing a valued 
employee after they suffer a loss. 
“Productivity is key whenever and 
however an employee returns to 
work,” she says.

LOLA provides support for orga-
nizations in several ways: 

1.  It prepares employees before-
hand by gathering important 
information in the event of a 
life transition; 

2.  It offers the HR team and 
leadership the tools to off-
board an employee when a 
life transition occurs; 

3.  It helps with onboarding them 
back into the organization 
after a loss. 

“By providing guidance and sup-
port to an employee who has had a 
loss, we are able to help avoid pre-
senteeism when employees come 
back too soon, still face a mountain 
of work to close out an estate and 
cannot focus on the job.”

Lacher founded Sunny Care 
Services in Nashville following the 
deaths of both her father and her 
brother-in-law. Her dad, an attorney, 
passed first. In 2017, her brother-in-
law died during surgery and settling 
his affairs was especially difficult.

“We should have been more pre-
pared than we were. We never had 
the critical conversations with him. 
He had no will, and there were no fi-
nancial advisors in our family to help 
us,” she says. “It was a disaster.” 

Lacher saw how settling the es-
tates drained her family members. 
“There really is not a ‘navigator’ to 
walk someone through a loss and 
take on all of the administrative 
tasks that come with closing out a 
loved one’s life,” she says.

That’s when she decided she 
would be that navigator, someone 
families and employers could turn 
to for support in managing the 

“So often, people at work don’t know that a 
co-worker is struggling not only with grief, 
but with the settling of a loved one’s affairs. 
It’s something we just don’t talk about. 
That’s why I started my business.”

—Mollie Lacher

LOSS OF LIFE 
ADVOCACY
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endless details triggered by a death.
She joined the Nashville Entre-

preneurs Center, which guided her 
through the process of launching Sun-
ny Care. “I used the Center to explore 
this as a business, and I found that no 
one offers this type of service, espe-
cially at an affordable price. There just 
wasn’t anyone out there for average 
income people.”

She officially hung out her shin-
gle last year, and has been working 
primarily with families so far. But she 
has begun marketing to employers 
and is making headway.

But both entrepreneurs faced a 
major hurdle: How to get their prod-
ucts in front of employers. Each had 
individual clients, but they knew they 
could help thousands if they could 
become part of a benefits package.

Lacher has been working with a 
local insurance broker who advises 
her on marketing to employers. Pipo-
ly’s employee benefits background 
brought her into contact with San 
Antonio broker Allison De Paoli, who 
had launched her own agency shortly 
before LOLA was founded. De Paoli is 
a huge fan of LOLA’s services.

“As a new niche benefit, I think 
this dovetails well with the next 
generation of benefits advisors,” says 
De Paoli. “It is scalable and can be a 
compelling benefit for an employee 
without a huge investment by em-
ployer. And what a way to help your 
employees feel cared for!”

De Paoli says she has just begun 
to offer it to her corporate clients, 
and expects it to do well.

One of Pipoly’s first clients was the 
Crosley Law Firm, the very firm whose 
work on her behalf helped her launch 
the company. Crosley offers the ben-
efit to clients of the firm as well as to 
employees. The law firm pays for the 
service as part of its benefits package.

“Esther came to the office and did a 
three-part series to explain the benefit 
to us,” says Ruthie Foltz, director of 
happiness at Crosley. “She provides ev-
eryone with a notebook with all the in-
formation we will need when the time 
comes. She mentions things we would 
never think about, like, ‘Do you have a 
yard man? A cleaner? Who is going to 
tell them they are no longer working? 
Who shuts down the credit cards?’ It’s 
all in the notebooks. She empowered us 
to know how to do this for ourselves.”

Foltz likes LOLA so much that she 
gave it to her father as a Christmas 
gift. “He’s got his notebook all fin-
ished,” she says with pride.

Pipoly believes many employers 
will go for LOLA, but the broker’s role 
is critical to making the sale.

“The hardest people to get to are 
the brokers,” she says. “They don’t 
understand the model. They all 
say, ‘We have an EAP. We have this 
covered.’ But it isn’t. This is kind of 
like self-funding. It is emerging, and 
brokers are beginning to learn why it 
is an important benefit. Every busi-
ness will go through this. Loss of life 
advocacy benefits everyone.”

With high-profile brokers like De 
Paoli and Combs ready to promote 
LOLA to their clients, this benefit’s evo-
lution may soon be on the fast track. 
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WHICH QUESTION DO you think 
the typical retirement plan 
participant could answer the 
quickest: “What is the long-
term impact of your asset 
allocation on the growth 
of your retirement plan?”  
or “What is the immediate 
impact to your weekly spend-
ing if you contribute $10 more a 
paycheck into your 401(k)?”

Therein lies the reason we no 
longer see hours of employee ed-
ucation dedicated to style boxes, 
growth versus value definitions, 
and other remnants of Modern 
Portfolio Theory. The truth of the 
matter is people just don’t need 
to know that stuff.

Gone are the days when every-
one watched CNBC in anticipation 
of sneaking off to some hidden 
cubicle to place a few day trades. 
Remember those days? Everyone 
amped to discover the latest sure-thing 
“home run” stock. In fact, today, according 
to a December 2018 Business Wire release, 
“CNBC recorded its second-lowest rated 
year in the past 25 years.” Face it, believ-
ers, high finance simply doesn’t generate 
the highs it once did.

And that’s a good thing. People have 
much greater dreams than to understand 
and contemplate the intricacies of the 
capital markets. To the extent anything 
regarding their company’s retirement plan 
impacts their daily lives, their interest will 
be greater (and their eyes less tired) if the 
subject turns to topics which they can 
actually control in an immediate way.

Yes, they control which investments 
they select, but the results of that “con-
trol” aren’t instantly felt. They have a 
similar control over their savings rate, 
and the impact of that decision is some-

thing they can see right away.
Does this sound counterintu-

itive? You’d think that quick 
impact would frighten them 
away. It doesn’t.

Feeling the results of your 
decision, rather than scaring 
you away, actually leads to 

greater satisfaction in that de-
cision. It’s a form of a “self-justi-
fication” response. Contrast this 
with your thoughts when you 
don’t know the outcome of a de-
cision for a long time. You grow 
anxious. You begin to question 
the validity of your choice. You 
draw closer to reversing what 
may have originally been a sound 
decision made dispassionately.

As your emotions peak, they 
tempt you to select a less appro-
priate path. No one wants to go 
down that path; hence, the pop-
ularity of target date funds and 

other QDIAs. Why make a decision when 
you don’t have to?

Allow me to amend that last state-
ment: Why make an investment decision 
when you don’t have to?

This doesn’t mean we should forsake 
investment education for employees. We 
don’t need to reject reiterations of fancy 
formulas attempting to explain the machi-
nations of the Capital Asset Pricing Model 
and those ubiquitous asset allocation pie 
charts. Rather, we must focus on the traps 
investors allow themselves to fall prey to.

This requires investment education be 
less Modern Portfolio Theory and more 
behavioral economics. It’s not about 
offense and finding home runs. It’s about 
defense and hitting singles.

It’s far easier to stay ahead when you 
don’t have to worry about catching up 
after falling behind.

Do we teach investing anymore? 
Should we?

“Among the 
most prominent 
401(k) trends in 
the last decade 
or so has been 
the shift from 

investment-
centric to 

savings-centric 
employee 

education.”

Christopher 
Carosa, 
CTFA, is 
chief contrib-
uting editor 
for Fiduciary 
News.com 
and author 
of the widely 
acclaimed 
book, 
“401(k) 
Fiduciary 
Solutions.”

NAVIGATING RETIREMENT
By Christopher Carosa

13.2% – Total savings 
rate in DC plans in 2018.

86.9% – Participation 
rates in auto-enrollment 

plans in 2017.

$386,100 – Average 
balance for employees 

continuously invested in 
a DC plan for 15 years 

through 2018.

(per 2018 Fidelity Report “Building 
Financial Futures”)

http://www.benefitssellingdigital.com/benefitsselling/201905_bal/TrackLink.action?pageName=34&exitLink=http%3A%2F%2FNews.com


1  Some exclusions may apply. Certain coverages may be subject to pre-existing exclusion. See policy documents for a complete  list of exclusions. 2 Price based on state of residence and  
 pet’s species. 3 Average based on similar plans from top competitors’ websites for a 4-year-old Labrador retriever in Calif., 90631. Data provided using information available as of December 2017.

Insurance terms, defi nitions and explanations are intended for informational purposes only and do not in any way replace or modify the defi nitions and information contained in individual 
insurance contracts, policies or declaration pages, which are controlling. Such terms and availability may vary by state and exclusions may apply. Underwritten by Veterinary Pet Insurance 
Company (CA), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated company (2017); National Casualty Company (all other states), Columbus, OH, an A.M. Best A+ rated company (2017). Agency of Record: 
DVM Insurance Agency. Nationwide, the Nationwide N and Eagle, and Nationwide is on your side are service marks of Nationwide Mutual Insurance Company. ©2018 Nationwide. 18GRP5542

My Pet Protection plan highlights:

P 90% cash back on vet bills1

P Simple pricing2

P Available only through voluntary benefi t o� erings, not to the general public

P Easy enrollment—just two questions

P Average savings of 30% over similar plans from other pet insurers3

Start o� ering this exclusive benefi t today.
petinsurance.com/benefi ts • 800-874-0423

Discover My Pet Protection®,
the pet insurance plan 
that’s just as unique 
as your employees

Only for employees.
Only from Nationwide®.

VOLUNTARY BENEFIT
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TECHNOLOGY IS becoming 
more critical each day to a 
broker’s success in volun-
tary benefits. One tech-
nology trend that produc-
ers must navigate is the 
prevalence and growth of 
“platforms.” 

This catch-all term has 
become synonymous with 
enrollment systems, exchang-
es, benefit administration, and 
consolidated billing systems. 
Even some payroll processors are 
developing tools in this category, 
extending their portfolio of employer 
services. These platform providers are 
becoming more prevalent and import-
ant to the voluntary ecosystem, so it’s 
important that producers understand 
how the services that these companies 
offer to employers, as well as how they 
approach them, may impact the bro-
ker-employer relationship.

A recent Eastbridge report, “Enroll-
ment & Benefit Administration Plat-
form Providers,” found that the most 
common employer services offered 
by these companies are HRIS, human 
capital management and resource 
planning capabilities. When it comes 
to benefit enrollment and administra-
tion support, nearly all providers offer 
employer-funded group, voluntary and 
non-traditional products, and many 
cite HSA, FSA, COBRA and defined 
contribution capabilities. 

Producers need to be aware of how 
such extensive technology offerings 
allow these providers to become en-
trenched with their employer clients. 
This entrenchment may allow the 
platform providers to gain consid-
erable control in their relationships 
with employers. 

Recent Eastbridge employer research 
suggests that employers of all sizes are 

becoming more demanding and 
technology aware, and it’s not 
just large groups. Even the 
smallest size employers said 
they are only open to work-
ing with carriers that offer 

online administration. 
The growing breadth of 

platform provider services raises 
the question of whether these 
companies are positioning them-
selves purely as service providers, 
or perhaps something more. In 
many instances, providers may 
be looking to establish one-to-

one relationships with the employer, 
positioning themselves as a technology 
advisor or partner, rather than purely as 
a vendor. 

The same Eastbridge report found 
that while almost all system providers 
cited brokers/consultants as distribu-
tion partners, nearly half of the pro-
viders also cited direct-to-employer 
distribution. This direct relationship 
may impact your role if you don’t have 
a voice in the benefits technology con-
versation. For example, think of who 
your preferred carriers and platforms 
are today. Platform providers often have 
a group of “preferred” product man-
ufacturers already established. This 
group of offerings represent a de facto 
recommendation from the platform and 
may reduce your ability to advise on 
product selection and which providers 
can be recommended. 

The future success of your volun-
tary business may rest on becoming 
more knowledgeable about the trends 
in platform provider service offerings 
and market approach, as well as deter-
mining strategies that ensure your 
seat at the table in tech conversations. 
The increased use of technology is 
quickly becoming a battleground in 
voluntary benefits.

Picking your partners

PLOT POINTS
By Bonnie Brazzell 
and Nick Rockwell

Bonnie 
Brazzell and 
Nick Rockwell, 
Eastbridge 
Consulting 
Group, Inc.

NOTE: Some platform providers used 
more than one distribution channel.

36%
Would not select 
carrier that didn’t 
provide online admin

26%
Having online admin 
would definitely 
influence my decision

24%
All other things being 
equal, I would go 
with carrier that offers 
online admin

11%
Having online admin 
is not important

3%
Don’t know

Makeup of respondents

Broker consultant

94%

Carrier

56%

Direct to employers

44%

Other

19%

Importance of online 
services 2018
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QUALITY CONTROL?
If I could meet with the 
2020 presidential candi-
dates, I would ask them 
how they foresee cor-
recting current legisla-
tion (or introducing new 
legislation) to retain the 
accessibility to care that 
the ACA provided, but 
help control the costs 
of health care with-
out compromising the 
quality. I’d be curious to 
know if any of the can-
didates know what the 
average quality of care 
is in the United States 
compared to like coun-
tries, and if they believe 
paying for care based off 
of a multiple of Medicare 
can be a sustainable 
part of the solution for 
the long term.
Emma Passé, COO,  
E Powered Benefits

DUE DILIGENCE
I would ask, are we 
sure “Medicare for All” 
wouldn’t mimic Mexico’s 
health care? Medicare for 
those who cannot afford 
it, and private coverage 
for wealthy Americans?
Adam Hall, employee 
benefits consultant, The 
Olson Group

THE STUDENT 
LOAN ISSUE
The one question I’d ask 
the presidential candi-
dates and members of 
Congress is regarding 
the taxability of student 
loan payments made 
by employers as a ben-
efit. While student loan 
payment plans have 
been touted as “the hot 
new benefit” for the 
last couple years, the 
participation in these 
programs has actually 
lagged behind the hype. 
Reports I’ve seen suggest 
participation only inching 

up to just over 5 percent 
of employers currently 
offering them. That said, 
it’s been my belief that 
the taxability of these 
payments has been the 
primary hindrance for 
more explosive growth. 
Additionally, employers 
not only have to make the 
contributions, but often 
have to pay setup fees, as 
well as monthly partici-
pation expenses. This can 
be costly, requiring buy-in 
not only from HR, but also 
the CFO or finance team.
Kevin Kennedy, benefits 
consultant, TriBen 
Insurance Solutions

THE COST OF FREEDOM
To the Democrats:

• Socially, one-size-fits-
all programs from other 
countries (like Canada, 
where I’m from) won’t fly 
with the American inde-
pendent-thinker.

• Independent-thinkers 
vote, and they don’t want 

to be told what to do.
• Decide who you 

think is falling through 
the cracks of the current 
model, and expand fund-
ing just for those folks.

To the Republicans:
• Talk about Medicare 

for All as a one-size-fits-
all approach to health 
care. The American inde-
pendent-thinker doesn’t 
want that.

• Be honest that 
there’s not a country 
in the world that has a 
single-payer system that 
gives its people health 
care with anything close 
to the control we have 
here in America.

• Design a health care 
approach that provides 
Americans a safety net 
for those in need, but 
all others will have the 
freedom to choose their 
benefits. Be direct about 
the fact that more choic-
es and options will cost 
more, but that they will 
be free to choose.
Reid Rasmussen, 
Co-founder & CEO, 
freshbenies

HOW DO YOU MEASURE 
SUCCESS?
When I met with one 
of our reps from North 
Carolina in February he 
told me he thinks that 
our health care system is 
improving. I told him that 
I wasn’t so sure. I would 
ask the candidates, how 

Lend me your ear
“If you had 
a chance to 
meet with 
the 2020 
presidential 
candidates 
about health 
care and 
employee 
benefits, 
what would 
you say?”

Compiled by Paul Wilson ACTION REACTION
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would you measure the 
success of our health 
care and health insur-
ance systems? Is it that 
we are spending less 
money on health insur-
ance and health care 
costs per family per year? 
Is it that members are 
getting easier access to 
care? Is it that we are 
having better outcomes? 
Rachel Miner, founder 
and CEO, Thrive Benefits

FOCUS ON THE PRODUCT
Stop focusing on the 
cost/price of health in-
surance and how people 
pay for care, and start 
addressing what we 
all pay for actual care. I 
would also tell them that 
solutions already exist 
that have been proven in 
the market, so we don’t 
need single-payer. We 
need to scale solutions 
that are already proven 
to work, beginning with 
public sector employers.
Josh Butler, president, 
Butler Benefits & 
Consulting

LET’S TALK PRICE
I would inquire about 
their stance and support 
for Medicare for All, given 
the current climate and 
focus on health care in 
America. I am bewildered 
at times by the lack of fo-
cus on price transparency. 
We are the only industry 
where an individual does 
not know the true cost 
of services or products 
rendered before purchase. 

While there have been 

some marginal efforts to 
bring about better price 
transparency, a greater 
focus needs to be placed 
on legislation and laws 
that will enable true 
change. Medicare for 
All is a great headline, 
but it takes away from 
the discussion of what 
we can do today to start 
the shift in this broken 
system. While price 
transparency is not the 
end-all be-all answer, it’s 
a part of the start of a 
broader discussion.
Anthony Kai Williams, 
employee benefits 
advisor, PSA Insurance & 
Financial Services

ACCOUNTABILITY IN 
QUESTION
Who is accountable 
for deciding what care 
and procedures are 
approved? When the 
financials are finite, 
sacrifices will need to be 
made. Are you willing to 
be the one who makes 
that sacrifice?
Joseph Hopkins, director 
of business development, 
Premise Health

PRICE CHECK
Can we get a price before 
services are rendered?!
David Contorno, founder, 
E Powered Benefits

SOCIALIZED SKEPTIC
The U.S. already has 
socialized medicine: 
Medicare/Medicaid, the 
VA and Indian Health 
Services. All have tre-
mendous amounts of 

fraud and waste. 
Craig Becker, benefits 
consultant, Becker 
Consulting

KEEP IT PRIVATE
Implementing a form of 
single-payer in the U.S. 
would require a complete 
restructuring of a health 
care system. Having a 
chance at sustainability 
would require attacking 
industry stakeholders 
who have grown to 
represent 18 percent of 
GDP, and more than $1 
trillion per year in waste-
ful health care spending. 
The largest of these 
cost-driving stakeholders 
have historically been 
untouchable. You know 
who doesn’t care about 
these stakeholders or the 
money they spend? The 
private-sector innova-
tors who are attacking 
cost-drivers at every turn. 
It’s significantly more like-
ly that a clutch of driven 
data scientist-entrepre-
neurs working on a price 
transparency and out-
comes efficiency platform 
will deliver more mean-
ingful reform than could 
ever be accomplished 
legislatively. 
Scott Wham, director, 
compliance services, Kis-
tler Tiffany Benefits 

THANKS, BUT NO THANKS
You can keep Medicare 
for All! Why do you think 
wealthy people from other 
countries pay to come to 
the U.S.? I don’t want to 
have a number and have 

to wait months on months 
to get a surgery I may 
need right away. Let’s 
disrupt 160 million em-
ployer-provided insured 
so 150 million people can 
give us all bad health 
insurance? Will Congress 
be in the wait list?
Pat W., director of human 
resources, Philadelphia 
Youth Network

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER
I would say that you 
need a national data 
warehouse with all 
carriers’ commercial 
de-identified claims. 
And most importantly, 
no restrictions or limits 
on how the data can 
be used. Then you can 
back into the provider 
contracts and compare 
providers bill codes for 
like conditions.
Leon Wisniewski, senior 
data analyst, Certilytics

PASSING THE BUCK?
How would Medicare for 
All reduce costs? Medi-
care along with Medicaid 
(both government-fund-
ed) has created the phe-
nomenon of cost shifting. 
What happens when 
there is no more private 
insurance to shift the 
costs to? Rationing, wait-
ing for care, low quality 
docs and facilities, lack 
of services overall? I 
could go on, but you get 
the picture.
Mark E. VonMoss, 
manager financial 
services division, The 
Insurancecenter
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ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH the 
Darwin Awards? From Goo-
gle: “Chlorinating the gene 
pool. We commemorate 
those who improve our gene 
pool—by removing them-
selves from it in the most 
spectacular way possible.”

For those in our industry who 
have created an agency environment 
that embraces change, you should 
be celebrating the chlorination of 
the industry pool taking place. May 
I introduce the “Darwin Awards: 
Insurance Agency Edition.”

AWARD — I THOUGHT YOU LOVED ME
The remains of T.R. Aditional, a 
20-year industry veteran, were 
found last month in his office. He 
was curled up in the fetal position 
clutching “love letters” (actually 
Broker of Record letters). T.R. will 
forever be remembered for his catch-
phrase, “It’s a RELATIONSHIP business, 
you fool!” Upon closer inspection, the 
BORs weren’t love letters. Instead, they 
were breakup letters from ex-clients who 
 needed more than he could offer. 

AWARD — LOOK AT ME
Agency partners Rocky Starr, Benny 
Ninja and Chris Ruptor mysteriously 
vanished. They briefly achieved cult-
like social media fame for taking an 
over-the-top approach to attacking 
other players in the market. Despite ru-
mors that they still received 95 percent 
of their revenue from these sources, 
they were relentless in their attacks. 
The partners were last seen answering 
the door to a group of not-so-happy 
visitors wearing BUCAH jackets.

AWARD — THE SKY IS FALLING
Ima N. Denial, an agency owner, was 
found crushed under the remains of 

her collapsed business. When 
advised to abandon her old 
agency structure and build 
something more secure, 
she would lash back, “This 
structure has always served 

us well; there is no need to 
change!” Alas, she wasn’t the 

only victim of her neglect. Count-
less team members were also lost.

AWARD — I’M SO HUNGRY
Joe “Feed Me” Seymour met an 
untimely, yet also completely avoid-
able, demise. “Feed Me” took great 
pride in only working on referrals. 
Those closest to him knew that this 
really meant he simply waited for 
opportunities to show up.

His emaciated book of business is 
clear evidence that his demise was 
the result of malnutrition and ulti-
mately starvation due to the deple-

tion of his referral pantry.

MEANWHILE, AT THE OTHER END  
OF THE POOL
Yes, there are two ends of the indus-
try pool, and it’s the same sources 
of change that are driving the two 
drastically different outcomes. In the 
other end of the pool are those who find 
themselves swimming in a blue sea of 
opportunity. This next evolution of advi-
sors have the ability to:

• Be seen by clients as the most valu-
able advisor on their team. 

• Help clients achieve significant cost 
savings to their benefit program, while 
also increasing the level of benefits.

• Grow their agencies at unprecedent-
ed rates at both the top and bottom line. 

While one end of our industry pool is 
being chlorinated, the other is proving to 
be a fertile sea birthing a new generation 
of impactful advisors.

Darwin would be proud.

The Darwin Awards of the insurance industry

GAME ON
by Kevin Trokey

Kevin Trokey 
is a founding 
parter of Q4
intelligence. 
He is a 
business 
consultant 
and sales 
coach 
specializing 
in 
independent 
agency 
transfo-
rmation 
strategies.

“There are 
two ends of 

the industry 
pool, and 

it’s the same 
sources of 

change that 
are driving 

the two 
drastically 

different 
outcomes.”

Disclaimer: This is a work of fiction. 
Names, characters, businesses, 

events, and incidents are either the 
products of the author’s imagination 

or used in a fictitious manner. Any 
resemblance to actual persons, 

living or dead, or actual events is 
purely coincidental — as much as 
you may think they’re about you.
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from the simplicity
of our HSAs.

Everyone benefits

With HSAs that are easier, everyone benefits.

An HSA from WageWorks comes with support and features that 
make it easier both for administrators and for participants. 

HSA participants can access their account from a single dashboard 
to view both savings and spending. They can see where their money
is invested, how it’s performing, and what funds can be accessed.
And with our App, HSA participants can capture and store 
receipts electronically, so there’s no need for paper copies.

What could be easier?

When it’s this easy, participation levels rise. So your organization 
will realize the cost-cutting advantage of more employees participating 
in your high deductible health plans.

Want to learn more? That’s easy, too, at wageworks.com/simple.
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Personalized 
Return-to-Work 
Programs

Getting back to work after an extended 
injury or illness is critical to an employee’s 
financial health. 

Our collaborative team supports 
individuals in returning to their current 
career or finding other satisfying work. 
And that benefits everyone.

Insurance products are offered by Mutual of Omaha Insurance Company or one of its affiliates. Each company is solely responsible for its own financial and contractual obligations. For use 
with brokers and consultants only. Some exclusions, limitations and reductions may apply.

Learn more

Contact your local Mutual of Omaha 
Sales Representative.
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